Rotational synchronization of camphor ribbons.
Experiments on interacting pinned self-propelled rotators are presented. The rotators are made from paper with camphor infused in its matrix. The ribbons rotate due to Marangoni effect driven forces arising by virtue of surface tension gradients. Two such self-rotating camphor ribbons are observed to experience a repulsive coupling via the camphor layer in the common water medium. Lag synchronization in both corotating (same sense of rotation) and counterrotating (opposite sense of rotation) ribbons is reported for the experiments. This synchronization is found to be dependent on the pivot to pivot distance l. For distances less than the span of both the ribbons, l_{c}, the rotators successfully synchronize. Furthermore, it is experimentally perceived that synchronization in the counterrotating ribbons is more robust than in the corotating ribbons. We rationalize the mechanism of this synchronization via a theoretical model involving a Yukawa type interaction which is analyzed numerically.